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DAN PEARCE

YUVI

REBECCA LARDNER

This inspirational collection of exclusive editions ranges
from landscapes to street art and showcases the work of
four superb contemporary artists.
All artworks shown are now available to purchase
through your gallery.

THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE

THECONNOR
BROTHERS

THOSE WHO SAY IT
CANNOT BE DONE
Paper with Silkscreen Varnish,
Edition of 150, Size: 30 x 47”,
£1,650

I DRINK THEREFORE I CAN
Paper with Silkscreen Varnish,
Edition of 150, Artwork Size: 30 x 47”,
£1,650

The show stopping new collection from the Connor

Brothers have selected 10 seminal works that

Brothers celebrates a liberating decade of intrigue,

represent a wide range of their influences, interests

irony and innovation from an extraordinary artistic

and appropriations. Including their first ever

partnership. Including three exclusive editions as

published piece, A Load of Fuss… and referencing

well as a collectors box set, it represents a fabulous

vintage mass market paperbacks, correspondence

cross section of their work and demonstrates their

with Number 10, Turner’s The Shipwreck and

creativity, humour and broad appeal.

Shakespeare, these varied artworks are thought

For this commemorative box set the Connor

much like the artists themselves.

provoking, playful and, on occasion, outrageous –

COMMEMORATIVE
10 YEAR BOX SET

WHAT MATTERS IN LIFE
Paper with Silkscreen
Varnish,
Edition of 150,
Size: 30 x 47”,
£1,650

“… ARTIFICE IS OFTEN THE BEST
WAY TO DEPICT REALITY, FICTION
IS THE BEST WAY TO CHALLENGE
CONVENTIONAL IDEAS OF WHAT WE
THINK OF AS THE TRUTH.”

A LOAD OF FUSS (SKELETON)
Box Set Limited Edition
Edition of 120,
Artwork size: 33 x 22”,
£6,500

POP ART WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS

DANPEARCE

Contemporary street art meets classic pop

Dan’s playful new limited edition offers an

art in Dan’s striking and subversive comments

irreverent yet affectionate take on the world’s

on contemporary culture. Bringing together

most iconic profile. Despite showing Her Majesty

such disparate styles and materials as graffiti,

the Queen in a familiar setting which we see

traditional painting, collage and textured resin,

every day, this eye catching portrait still takes

he creates high-octane original pieces that turn

us by surprise with its unexpected presentation,

heads from a distance, then take on a whole new

colours and visual jokes. Each piece in the edition

meaning when seen at close range.

has its own unique graffiti making it even more
collectable.
FIRST CLASS QUEEN
Embellished Paper on Board
Edition of 195
Artwork Size: 26 x 34”
£1,095

WORDS THAT COME FROM THE HEART

YUVI

DREAM BIG
Laser Cut Metal
Limited Edition of 195
18 x 14”
£795
FIRST CLASS QUEEN
Embellished Paper on Board
Edition of 195
Artwork Size: 26 x 34”
£1,095

We are hugely excited to announce that the artist

The animation and vibrancy in all of Yuvi’s works

who is redefining the art of graffiti has released a

takes us straight back to the streets which

dazzling pair of limited edition metal works which

inspired them, and has won him exhibitions and

showcase his gifts for colour and communication,

admirers in places as diverse as New York and

humour and heart. Each stunning and colourful

New Delhi. His positive and inspirational artwork

laser cut piece is mounted on board and framed,

from one of the most exciting rising stars in our

introducing an unexpected touch of formality to

portfolio.

the presentation.

LOVE
Laser Cut Metal
Limited Edition of 195
18 x 14”
£795

REBECCALARDNER
UPLIFTING ARTWORK FOR SUMMER - GUARANTEED TO FLOAT YOUR BOAT

BRIGHT AND BREEZY
Box Canvas Edition of 195, Artwork Size: 30 x 30”
Framed Size: 37 x 37”, £895

A new release from multi-award-winning artist

of elegant palette, quirky charm and technical

Rebecca Lardner is always great news, guaranteed

panache which has won her so many collectors

to bring a welcome element of warmth and

over the years.

whimsy into our lives. True to form, her much

The rush hour has never looked so good, and

anticipated new release for summer, Bright and

the large ensemble cast of figures, boats and

Breezy is a genuinely uplifting slice of escapism.

sea birds creates a lively impression of ceaseless

Focusing on coastal life with all its props and

activity. This heightened by the natural curves

characters she has given us a captivating harbour

of the classic English harbour which provide a

scene created with that irresistible combination

strong sense of movement and energy.
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